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EQUIVALENCE OF PALM MEASURES FOR DETERMINANTAL
POINT PROCESSES GOVERNED BY BERGMAN KERNELS
ALEXANDER I. BUFETOV, SHILEI FAN, AND YANQI QIU
Abstract. For a determinantal point process induced by the reproducing kernel of the
weighted Bergman space A2(U, ω) over a domain U ⊂ Cd, we establish the mutual ab-
solute continuity of reduced Palm measures of any order provided that the domain U
contains a non-constant bounded holomorphic function. The result holds in all dimen-
sions. The argument uses the H∞(U)-module structure of A2(U, ω). A corollary is the
quasi-invariance of our determinantal point process under the natural action of the group
of compactly supported diffeomorphisms of U .
1. Introduction
1.1. Formulation of the main results. How does a point process change once condi-
tioned to contain a particle at a given site? The question, one of the oldest in the theory of
point processes, goes back to the work of Palm [21] and Khintchine [15]. In this paper we
study Palm distributions of determinantal point processes governed by Bergman kernels.
Let U be a non-empty connected open subset of the d-dimensional complex space Cd.
Let ω : U → (0,∞) be a Borel function. Consider the weighted Bergman space
A2(U, ω) :=
{
f : U → C
∣∣∣ f is holomorphic on U and ∫
U
|f(z)|2ω(z)dV (z) <∞
}
,
where V stands for the Lebesgue measure on Cd. We assume that A2(U, ω) 6= {0} and
that for any relatively compact subset B ⊂ U satisfying V (B) > 0 we have
essinf
z∈B
ω(z) > 0.(1.1)
If (1.1) holds, then the linear space A2(U, ω) is closed in L2(U, ωdV ) and admits a re-
producing kernel Kω, called the weighted Bergman kernel. The operator, for which we
keep the same symbol Kω, of orthogonal projection from L
2(U, ωdV ) onto the subspace
A2(U, ω) is given by the formula
(Kωϕ)(z) =
∫
U
Kω(z, u)ϕ(u)ω(u)dV (u) for ϕ ∈ L
2(U, ωdV ).
The kernel Kω induces a determinantal point process PKω on U (see §2 for the definition of
determinantal point processes and Palm measures). Recall that two measures are called
equivalent if they are mutually absolutely continuous. The main result of this paper is
Theorem 1.1. If the domain U admits a non-constant bounded holomorphic function,
then the determinantal measure PKω is equivalent to its arbitrary reduced Palm measure,
of any order.
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Equivalence of Palm measures was previously only obtained for the disk in one di-
mension: for the uniform weight in Holroyd and Soo [12] and for a class of non-uniform
weights in [5]. Theorem 1.1 holds for arbitrary domains in all dimensions. An immediate
corollary of Theorem 1.1 is that the measure PKω is quasi-invariant under the action of
the group of compactly supported diffeomorphisms of U , see Corollary 2.1 below.
Recall that the Hardy space H∞(U) is defined by the formula
H∞(U) :=
{
f : U → C
∣∣∣ f is holomorphic on U and sup
z∈U
|f(z)| <∞
}
.
At the centre of the proof of Theorem 1.1 lies the H∞(U)-module structure of the space
A2(U, ω). To show how this module structure is used, we give a quick outline for the proof
of deletion tolerance for our point process PKω . Deletion tolerance claims the positivity
of the conditional probability, with respect to fixed exterior, of the absence of particles
in a bounded domain. This gap probability is equal to det(1 − K), where K is the
corresponding conditional kernel, whose existence follows from the results of [6]. If the
gap probability is zero, then K has a nonzero invariant vector. By compactness of K,
the invariant subspace of K has finite dimension. We show, however, that the subspace
of invariant vectors for the conditional operator K is preserved under multiplication by
bounded holomorphic functions and thus has infinite dimension, a contradiction.
Theorem 1.1 has a natural analogue for spaces of q-holomorphic functions on domains in
the complex plane. Let D ⊂ C be an open connected subset, and let q ∈ N. A continuous
function f : D → C is called q-holomorphic if it satisfies the partial differential equation
∂¯qzf(z) = 0, z ∈ D,
understood as an equality of distributions of Sobolev and Schwartz; here ∂¯z =
1
2
(∂x+ i∂y)
in the standard coordinate system z = x+ iy. Define
A2q(D,ω) :=
{
f : D → C
∣∣∣ f is q-holomorphic on D and ∫
D
|f(z)|2ω(z)dV (z) <∞
}
.
Under the assumption (1.1), the space A2q(D,ω) is closed in L
2(D,ωdV ) and admits a
reproducing kernel. These spaces and the corresponding determinantal point processes
have been studied by Haimi and Hedenmalm [10, 11]. Note that A2q(D,ω) is an H
∞(D)-
module. Let H ⊂ A2q(D,ω) be a non-zero closed subspace which is an H
∞(D)-submodule
of A2q(D,ω), and let ΠH be the orthogonal projection from L
2(D,ωdV ) onto H . The
opertor ΠH is locally of trace class and induces a determinantal point process PΠH on D.
Theorem 1.2. If H∞(D) contains a non-constant function, then the determinantal mea-
sure PΠH is equivalent to its arbitrary reduced Palm measure, of any order.
Note that if C\D has nonempty interior, then H∞(D) contains a non-constant function.
1.2. Examples of Bergman kernels. In a few cases weighted Bergman kernels can be
calculated explicitly (see Krantz [16, Chapter 1] for more details). To stress dependence
on U , we write KU,ω for Kω, and, in the case ω ≡ 1, for brevity we write KU for KU,1.
Example 1.3. The weighted Bergman kernel for the classical weight on the unit disk
D ⊂ C given by ωα(z) = (1 + α)(1− |z|
2)α with −1 < α <∞, is given by
Kωα(z, w) =
1
π(1− zw¯)2+α
.
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Example 1.4. The Bergman kernel for the circular annulus Aρ = {z ∈ C : ρ < |z| < 1}
was calculated by Bergman [2, p. 10]:
KAρ(z, w) =
1
πzw¯
(
℘(ln(zw¯)) +
η1
πi
−
1
2 ln ρ
)
,
where ℘ is the Weierstrass function with the periods πi and ln ρ, and η1 is the half-
increment of the Weierstrass ζ-function related to the period πi.
Example 1.5. The Bergman kernel of the polydisk Dd is given by
KDd(z, w) =
d∏
j=1
KD(zj , wj) =
d∏
j=1
1
π(1− zjw¯j)2
.
Example 1.6. The Bergman kernel of the unit ball Bd = {z ∈ C
d :
∑d
j=1 |zj |
2 < 1} is
given by
KBd(z, w) =
1
V (Bd)
1
(1− z · w¯)d+1
,
where V (Bd) denotes the volume of the unit ball Bd and z · w¯ :=
∑d
j=1 zj · w¯j.
Theorem 1.1 applies to all these examples.
1.3. Historical remarks. Recall that the Bergman kernel KD of the unit disk D ⊂ C is
given by the formula
KD(z, w) =
1
π(1− zw¯)2
.
A remarkable theorem of Peres and Vira´g [22] is that the determinantal point process
PKD describes the zero set Z(f) = {z ∈ D : f(z) = 0} of the Gaussian analytic function
f(z) =
∞∑
n=0
gnz
n,
where (gn)
∞
n=0 is a sequence of independent standard complex Gaussian random variables.
The equivalence of the determinantal point process PKD to its Palm measures is due to
Holroyd and Soo [12]. The argument of Holroyd and Soo uses the zero set representation
of our process Z(f) and, as far as we are aware, can not be generalized. For the unit disk
D, Theorem 1.1 was established for all the determinantal point processes PKD,ω induced
by the weighted Bergman kernels KD,ω in [5] under the additional assumption∫
D
(1− |z|)2KD,ω(z, z)ω(z)dV (z) <∞.(1.2)
Note that all the classical weights ωα introduced in Example 1.3 satisfy the condition (1.2).
Moreover, the Radon-Nikodym derivative between the process PKD,ω and its Palm measure
is explicitly computed in [5] and represented as a regularized multiplicative functional
corresponding to a divergent Blaschke product.
Even in one dimension, however, the formalism of [5] does not seem to be applicable to
bounded multiply connected domains, for example, the annuli. In fact, while Theorem 1.1
applies to the reproducing kernel of the Hilbert space of square-integrable holomorphic
functions on any annulus, we are not able to compute the Radon-Nikodym derivatives
explicitly in this case.
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In the case of domains having the Liouville property, that is, admitting only con-
stant bounded holomorphic functions, the behaviour of determinantal point processes
governed by reproducing kernels of Hilbert spaces of holomorphic functions is quite dif-
ferent. For example, consider U = C and recall that the Ginibre point process induced
by the reproducing kernel of the space A2(C, e−|z|
2
dV ). Ghosh and Peres [9] proved that
the Ginibre point process is number rigid, that is, for any relatively compact B ⊂ C, the
number of particles inside B is almost surely measurably determined by the configura-
tion outside B. In particular, number rigidity implies that all reduced Palm measures
of different orders are singular. Conversely, Osada and Shirai [20] proved that reduced
Palm measures of the same order are mutually absolutely continuous for the Ginibre
point process. For generalized Ginibre point processes, corresponding to the weighted
Fock spaces A2(C, e−2ψ(z)dV ) with ψ a C2-smooth function whose Laplacian ∆ψ satisfies
m ≤ ∆ψ ≤ M for some m,M > 0, number rigidity, equivalence of Palm measures of the
same order and quasi-invariance under the natural action of the group Diffc(C) of com-
pactly supported diffeomorphisms of C are proved in [5] (see §2.6 for the precise definition
of the group Diffc(C)).
Question. Let U ⊂ Cd be a connected open subset such that H∞(U) contains only con-
stant functions. Does it follow that the determinantal point process PKU,ω is number rigid?
1.4. Outline of the proof of Theorem 1.1. Given a positive integer ℓ ∈ N and an
ℓ-tuple p = (p1, · · · , pℓ) ∈ U
ℓ of distinct points in U , we denote by PpKω the reduced
Palm measure of PKω corresponding to the positions p1, · · · , pℓ (see §2 below for the
precise definition). The number ℓ is called the order of PpKω . Let ≪ denote the relation
of absolute continuity. Our aim is to prove the relations PpKω ≪ PKω , PKω ≪ P
p
Kω
.
We prove the relation PpKω ≪ PKω by showing in Lemma 3.2 that the measure PKω is
deletion tolerant: given a configuration and a bounded set, the event that the bounded
set contains no particles has positive conditional probability with respect to fixing the
configuration in the outside of our bounded set (see Definition 3.1). Equivalently, see
Holroyd and Soo [12, Theorem 1.1], the probability law of a random configuration X is
deletion tolerant if and only if measurable removal of a random finite subset from X yields
a random configuration whose law is absolutely continuous with respect to the original
law. A general Proposition 3.3 shows that deletion tolerance of PKω implies P
p
Kω
≪ PKω .
The deletion tolerance property for PKω is established using the module structure of
our underlying Hilbert space A2(U, ω) over the algebra H∞(U). For any Borel subset
W ⊂ U and PKω -almost every configuration X, denote by PKω(·|X,W ) the conditional
measure of PKω with respect to the condition that the configuration on W coincides with
X|W := X ∩W . Denote by #W the map which associates a configuration to its number
of particles inside W . We need to show that for any relatively compact B ⊂ U with
positive Lebesgue measure, PKω(#B = 0|X, B
c) > 0 for PKω -almost every X. An explicit
description of the conditional measure PKω(·|X, B
c) was recently obtained in [6]: for PKω-
almost every X, the conditional measure PKω(·|X, B
c) is determinantal and is induced by
an explicitly described trace class positive contraction K
[X,Bc]
ω , that is,
PKω(·|X, B
c) = P
K
[X,Bc]
ω
.
Since
PKω(#B = 0|X, B
c) = det(1− χBK
[X,Bc]
ω χB),
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we show in Lemma 3.5 that our compact operator K
[X,Bc]
ω is strictly contractive for PKω-
almost every configuration X ∈ Conf(U), in other words, that 1 is not an eigenvalue of
K
[X,Bc]
ω . The key Lemma 3.4 shows that the space
(1.3) {h ∈ L2(B) : K [X,B
c]
ω (h) = h}
is an H∞(U)-module. If H∞(U) contains a non-constant function, then the space (1.3) is
either zero or has infinite dimension, the latter impossible by compactness of K
[X,Bc]
ω .
The argument is concluded using a monotone coupling of PpKω and PKω , that is, a
measure on the Cartesian square on the space of configurations supported on the set of
pairs of configurations one of which contains the other, and with projection marginals
P
p
Kω
and PKω respectively (see §2.8 for precise statements) .
The proof of the relation PKω ≪ P
p
Kω
requires greater effort. We start by establishing, in
Lemma 4.8, the number insertion tolerance for our reduced Palm measure PpKω . Number
insertion tolerance, see Definition 4.7, is dual to deletion tolerance and means that, given
a configuration and a bounded set, the event that the bounded set contains at least
one particle has positive conditional probability with respect to fixing the configuration
in the outside of our bounded set. The proof of number insertion tolerance uses both
the module structure of our underlying Hilbert space and the real analyticity of our
reproducing kernels and the well chosen conditional kernels (Kpω)
[X,Bc](z, w). In particular,
in Proposition 4.9, we prove a general result which states that any determinantal point
process on a connected domain, induced by a real analytic kernel which represents an
infinite rank trace class positive contractive operator, is indeed number insertion tolerant.
Number insertion tolerance is however too weak for our purposes, and we need the
stronger notion of insertion tolerance, see Definition 4.1. The key additional property
we need to prove is that our point process is diffusive in that the conditional measure
in a bounded domain B, with respect to fixed exterior, is absolutely continuous with
respect to the Lebesgue measure, or, more formally, the compound Lebesgue measure
on the disjoint union of Cartesian powers of our bounded domain B. The probability
law of a random configuration X is insertion tolerant if and only if any measurable and
diffusive addition of a finite subset to X yields a new random configuration whose law is
absolutely continuous with respect to the original one. The key consideration here is again
the real analyticity of our conditional kernels established in Lemma 4.12. We emphasize
that the proof of real analyticity of conditional kernels in Lemma 4.12 uses the complex
analyticity of the functions in our Bergman spaces, see Remark 4.13. In Lemma 4.14 and
Lemma 4.15, we use real analyticity of the kernel to derive the insertion tolerance from
the number insertion tolerance.
The final step of our argument is that for any monotone coupling of PpKω and PKω , the
difference random configuration is conditionally diffusive, see Lemma 4.5 for the precise
statement. The insertion tolerance of the reduced Palm measure PpKω then yields the
desired relation PKω ≪ P
p
Kω
.
Remark 1.7. Our argument in fact yields a stronger claim. Let L ⊂ A2(U, ω) be a non-
zero closed subspace which is an H∞(U)-sub-module of A2(U, ω). Let ΠL be the operator of
orthogonal projection from L2(U, ωdV ) onto L, then ΠL is locally trace class and induces
a determinantal measure PΠL on U . If H
∞(U) contains a non-constant function, then
the measure PΠL is equivalent to its arbitrary reduced Palm measure, of any order.
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2. Preliminaries
2.1. Spaces of configurations and point processes. Let E be a locally compact
Polish space and let µ be a σ-finite Radon measure on E such that the support of µ is
the whole space E.
A (locally finite) configuration on E is a collection of points of E, possibly with multi-
plicities and considered without regard to order, such that any relatively compact subset
of E contains only finitely many points. Points in a configuration will also be called
particles. A configuration is called simple if all its particles have multiplicity one. In
this paper, we use Gothic letters such as X,Y,Z to denote configurations. Let Conf(E)
denote the space of all configurations on E:
Conf(E) :=
{
X ⊂ E
∣∣∣#(X ∩ B) <∞ for any relatively compact B ⊂ E}.
Equivalently, a configuration X ∈ Conf(E) is a purely atomic Radon measure
mX :=
∑
x∈X
δx,
where δx is the Dirac mass on the point x. The space Conf(E) is thus a subset of the
space M(E) of Radon measures on E and becomes a complete separable metric space
with respect to the vague topology on M(E). We equip Conf(E) with its Borel sigma-
algebra. Note that the Borel sigma-algebra on Conf(E) is the smallest sigma-algebra
on Conf(E) making all the mappings X 7→ #(X ∩ B) measurable, with B ranging over
relatively compact Borel subsets of E. For further background on the general theory of
point processes, see Daley and Vere-Jones [7], Kallenberg [14].
A Borel probability measure on Conf(E) is called a point process on E. A point process
on E is called simple if it is supported on the set of simple configurations on E. A
measurable map X : Ω → Conf(E) defined on a probability space (Ω,B,P) is called a
random configuration on E. Two random configurations X ,Y on E defined on a common
probability space are called coupled random configurations. In particular, it is convenient
for us to distinguish the random configuration and the law of our random configuration,
the point process.
2.2. Reduced Palm measures of point processes. For a simple point process P on
E, recall that it is said to admit k-th correlation measure ρk on E
k if for any continuous
compactly supported function ϕ : Ek → C we have∫
Conf(E)
∗∑
x1,...,xk∈X
ϕ(x1, . . . , xk)P(dX) =
∫
Ek
ϕ(q1, . . . , qk)dρk(q1, . . . , qk),
where
∗∑
denotes the sum over all ordered k-tuples of distinct points (x1, . . . , xk) ∈ X
k.
For a simple point process P on E admitting k-th correlation measure ρk on E
k, one can
define, for ρk-almost every p = (p1, . . . , pk) ∈ E
k of distinct points in E, a point process
on E, denoted by Pp and called the k-th order reduced Palm measure of P corresponding
to the positions p1, · · · , pk, by the following disintegration formula: for any non-negative
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Borel function u : Conf(E)× Ek → R,∫
Conf(E)
∗∑
p1,...,pk∈X
u(X; p)P(dX) =
∫
Ek
ρk(dp)
∫
Conf(E)
u(X ∪ {p1, . . . , pk}; p)P
p(dX).
Informally, Pp is the conditional distribution of X \ {p1, . . . , pk} on Conf(E) conditioned
to the event that the configuration X has a particle at the positions p1, . . . , pk, provided
that X has distribution P. For more details on reduced Palm measures of point processes,
see Section 12.3 in Kallenberg [14] or Section 2 in [4].
2.3. Conditional measures of point processes. Let P be a point process on E. Let
W ⊂ E be a Borel subset. Consider the restriction mapping πW : X→ X|W from Conf(E)
to Conf(W ). For P-almost every configuration X, the conditional measure P(·|X|W ) of P
with respect to the condition that the restriction of the configuration onto W coincides
with X|W is the conditional measure, in the sense of Rohlin [24], supported on the fibre
{Y ∈ Conf(E) : Y|W = X|W}.(2.4)
These conditional measures are characterized by the disintegration formula
P =
∫
Conf(W )
P(·|X|W )(πW )∗P(dX|W ) =
∫
Conf(E)
P(·|X|W )P(dX).(2.5)
It is however more convenient for us to consider our conditional measures as measures
on the space Conf(E \W ), and we set
P(·|X,W ) := (πE\W )∗
[
P(·|X|W )
]
.
With a slight abuse of terminology, the measures P(·|X,W ) will still be called condi-
tional measures of P. More precisely, set ConfE(W ) = πW (Conf(E)),ConfE(E \W ) =
πE\W (Conf(E)) and write
(2.6) Conf(E)
≃
−−−−→ ConfE(E \W )× ConfE(W ),
identifying a configuration X ∈ Conf(E) and the pair (X|E\W ,X|W ). The fibre (2.4) of
the map πW is then identified with the set
ConfE(E \W )× {X|W},
where {X|W} is a singleton. The conditional measure P(·|X|W ) is identified under (2.6)
with the probability measure
P(·|X,W )⊗ δX|W .
The disintegration formula (2.5) can now be written in the form
P =
∫
Conf(W )
(
P(·|Z,W )⊗ δZ
)
[P]W (dZ) =
∫
Conf(E)
(
P(·|X,W )⊗ δX|W
)
P(dX).(2.7)
where [P]W := (πW )∗(P) is a probability measure supported on ConfE(W ) ⊂ Conf(W )
and thus can be considered as a probability measure on Conf(W ).
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2.4. Determinantal point processes. LetK be a locally trace class positive contractive
operator on the complex Hilbert space L2(E, µ). The local trace class assumption implies
that K is an integral operator and by slightly abusing the notation, we denote the kernel
of the operator K again by K(x, y). By a theorem obtained by Macchi [19] and Soshnikov
[27], as well as by Shirai and Takahashi [25], the kernel K induces a unique simple point
process PK on E such that for any positive integer l ∈ N, the l-th correlation measure of
PK exists and is given by
ρl = det(K(xi, xj))1≤i,j≤l · µ(dx1) · · ·µ(dxl).
The point process PK is called the determinantal point process (or determinantal measure)
induced by the kernel K.
Recall that the determinantal point process PK is also characterized by the formula
EPK
(∏
x∈X
g(x)
)
= det(1 + (g − 1)KχB),
where g is any bounded Borel function g : E → C such that g − 1 is supported on a
relatively compact subset B ⊂ E. Here det stands for the Fredholm determinant. In
particular, by taking g = 1− χB, we obtain the identity for the gap probability
PK({X ∈ Conf(E) : X ∩ B = ∅}) = det(1− χBKχB).(2.8)
2.5. Palm measures of determinantal point processes. For any ℓ ∈ N and any
ℓ-tuple p = (p1, · · · , pℓ) ∈ E
ℓ of distinct points in E, by the Shirai-Takahashi Theorem
[26, Theorem 6.5, Corollary 6.6], the reduced Palm measure PpK is again a determinantal
point process whose kernel is given explicitly: setting
p0 = z, q0 = w, qi = pi for 1 ≤ i ≤ ℓ
and denoting
Kp(z, w) :=
det[K(pi, qj)]0≤i,j≤ℓ
det[K(pi, pj)]1≤i,j≤ℓ
,(2.9)
by Shirai-Takahashi [26, Corollary 6.6], we have
P
p
K = PKp.
Recalling that our weighted Bergman kernel Kω corresponds to the orthogonal projec-
tion from L2(U, ωdV ) onto A2(U, ω), we see that the kernel Kpω defined by the formula
(2.9) corresponds to the orthogonal projection from L2(U, ωdV ) onto
A2(U, ω; p) := {ϕ ∈ A2(U, ω)|ϕ(p1) = · · · = ϕ(pℓ) = 0}.(2.10)
2.6. Quasi-symmetries. Recall that a C1-diffeomorphism F : U → U is called com-
pactly supported, if the set {z ∈ U : F (z) 6= z} is relatively compact in U . Let Diffc(U)
denote the group of compactly supported diffeomorphisms of U . Consider the natural
action of Diffc(U) on Conf(U) defined by the map Diffc(U)× Conf(U)→ Conf(U):
(F,X) 7→ F (X) := {F (z) : z ∈ X}.
Corollary 2.1. The determinantal point process PKω is Diffc(U)- quasi-invariant. More
precisely, F∗(PKω) is equivalent to PKω for all F ∈ Diffc(U), where F∗(PKω) is the image
measure of PKω under the map F : Conf(U)→ Conf(U).
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Proof. Theorem 1.1 implies in particular that all the reduced Palm measures of PKω of
the same order are equivalent, and the desired Diffc(U)-quasi-invariance of PKω follows
by [4, Proposition 2.19]. 
2.7. Conditional measures of determinantal point processes.
2.7.1. Conditional kernels. We shall need the explicit description of the conditional mea-
sure PK(·|X, B
c) obtained in [6]. While the results in [6] are obtained for arbitrary locally
trace class positive contractions, for the purposes of this paper we only need the case when
the locally trace class positive contraction K is an orthogonal projection, or, in other
words, K is the reproducing kernel of a reproducing kernel Hilbert space H ⊂ L2(E, µ)
which is assumed to be locally trace class.
For a simple configuration X ∈ Conf(E) and a Borel subset W ⊂ E, set
H(X) := {ϕ ∈ H : ϕ|X = 0}; χWH(X) := {χW · ϕ : ϕ ∈ H(X)}.
Given a relatively compact Borel subset B ⊂ E, let En ⊂ B
c be Borel subsets, relatively
compact in E, such that
E1 ⊂ E2 ⊂ · · · ⊂ En ⊂ · · · and
⋃
n
En = B
c.
We also denote Fn = E \ (B ∪ En).
For PK-almost every X ∈ Conf(E), denote by K
[X,En] the orthogonal projection, from
L2(E, µ) onto subspace
χB∪FnH(X ∩ En)
L2(E,µ)
,
the closure of the linear subspace χB∪FnH(X ∩ En). By [6, Theorem 1.4], for PK-almost
every configuration X ∈ Conf(E), the conditional measure PK(·|X, B
c) is again determi-
nantal; the operators K [X,En] are locally trace class and there exists a trace class positive
contraction K [X,B
c] on L2(E, µ), such that
χBK
[X,En]χB
n→∞
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→
in trace class norm
K [X,B
c](2.11)
and the limiting operator K [X,B
c] induces the determinantal measure PK(·|X, B
c), that is,
PK(·|X, B
c) = PK [X,Bc] .(2.12)
Remark 2.2. The convergence (2.11) implies in particular K [X,B
c] = χBK
[X,Bc]χB.
Therefore, in what follows, we also consider K [X,B
c] as an operator acting on the sub-
space L2(B, µ) ⊂ L2(E, µ).
2.7.2. Trace class kernel case. If K is a trace class positive contraction on L2(E, µ),
then the determinantal point process PK is supported on the set of finite configurations:
PK(#E < ∞) = 1. The formulas for conditional measures are then particularly simple
[6, Proposition 2.5]: for any Borel subset W ⊂ E and PK-almost every configuration
X ∈ Conf(E), the conditional measure PK(·|X,W
c) is a determinantal point process and
is induced by the kernel
K [X,W
c] : = χWK
X∩W c(1− χW cK
X∩W c)−1χW = χW
∞∑
n=0
KX∩W
c
(χW cK
X∩W c)nχW ,
where KX∩W
c
= Kp1,··· ,pℓ is given by the formula (2.9) for X ∩W c = {p1, · · · , pℓ}.
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Note that while in [6, Proposition 2.5], we only treated the conditional measures with
respect to fixing the configuration on relatively compact subsets, the same proof applies
to the case when the point process is supported on the set of finite configurations.
2.8. Monotone coupling. By Lyons [18, Theorem 3.8], the elementary operator-order
inequality Kpω ≤ Kω implies that the reduced Palm measure P
p
Kω
= PKpω is stochastically
dominated by PKω , that is, for any bounded Borel function f : Conf(U) → R such that
f(X) ≤ f(Y) whenever X ⊂ Y, the following inequality holds∫
Conf(U)
fdPpKω ≤
∫
Conf(U)
fdPKω .
Therefore, by Strassen’s theorem [28] (see Lindvall [17] for a simple proof), there exists a
monotone coupling of PpKω and PKω in the following sense: there exists a Borel probability
measure ν on Conf(U) × Conf(U) whose coordinate projections ν1, ν2 are PKω and P
p
Kω
respectively, such that
ν
({
(X,Y) ∈ Conf(U)× Conf(U)|Y ⊂ X
})
= 1.
Equivalently, there exist two coupled random configurations X and Y on U defined on
a common probability space (Ω,B,P), such that
L(X ) = PKω , L(Y ) = P
p
Kω
and Y ⊂ X P-almost surely,
where L(·) denotes the probability law of the corresponding random configuration.
The monotone coupling between Ppω and PKω is not given explicitly (see Lyons [18,
Question 2.8]). In Lemma 4.5 below, we show that for any monotone coupling of PpKω and
PKω described as above, the conditional measure
L(X \Y |Y = Y)
is diffusive, in the sense of Definition 4.4, for PpKω-almost every Y.
3. Proof of the relation PpKω ≪ PKω
3.1. Deletion tolerance. Fix any ℓ ∈ N and any ℓ-tuple p = (p1, · · · , pℓ) ∈ U
ℓ of distinct
points in U . We shall prove the relation PpKω ≪ PKω by establishing, for our point process
PKω , the property of deletion tolerance whose definition we now recall.
Definition 3.1 (Holroyd and Soo [12]). Let E be a locally compact Polish space. A point
process P on E is called deletion tolerant, if for any relatively compact Borel subset
B ⊂ E and P-almost every configuration X ∈ Conf(E), we have P(#B = 0|X, B
c) > 0.
Lemma 3.2. The determinantal point process PKω is deletion tolerant.
The following proposition shows that for a deletion tolerant determinantal measure, all
its reduced Palm measures are indeed absolutely continuous with respect to the original
determinantal measure.
Proposition 3.3. Let PK be a determinantal point process on a Polish space E induced
by a self-adjoint kernel K. If PK is deletion tolerant, then any reduced Palm measure of
PK is absolutely continuous with respect to PK.
The proof of Proposition 3.3 using monotone coupling is given in §3.3. We proceed to
the proof of Lemma 3.2, which uses the H∞(U)-module structure of A2(U, ω).
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3.2. Deletion tolerance for PKω: proof of Lemma 3.2.
3.2.1. Contractivity of the conditional operator. In our determinantal setting, the deletion
tolerance has the following equivalent reformulation. Let H ⊂ L2(E, µ) be a reproducing
kernel Hilbert space such that its reproducing kernel K is locally trace class. Recall
that by (2.12), for any relatively compact Borel subset B ⊂ E and PK-almost every
configuration X, the conditional measure PK(·|X, B
c) is determinantal and induced by a
trace class positive contraction K [X,B
c]. By the identity (2.8) for the gap probability, for
PK-almost every configuration X, we have
PK(#B = 0|X, B
c) = PK [X,Bc](#B = 0) = det(1−K
[X,Bc]).
Therefore, PK is deletion tolerant if and only if for any relatively compact Borel subset
B ⊂ E and PK-almost every configuration X ∈ Conf(E), the conditional operator K
[X,Bc]
is strictly contractive.
Our key step in the proof of Lemma 3.2 is therefore to prove that for any relatively
compact Borel subset B ⊂ U and PKω -almost every configuration X ∈ Conf(U), the space
{h ∈ L2(B) : K [X,B
c]
ω (h) = h}
is an H∞(U)-module and the strict contractivity of the conditional operator K
[X,Bc]
ω fol-
lows.
3.2.2. The module structure. To clarify the roˆle of the module structure, we formulate
our results in an abstract and more general setting. Throughout this section, we consider
a locally trace class operator K that it is the reproducing kernel of a Hilbert space
H ⊂ L2(E, µ). We need the following additional
Assumption 1. If a subset B ⊂ E is relatively compact, then the operator χBK is strictly
contractive.
Recall that by a sub-algebra A of L∞(E, µ), we mean a linear subspace in L∞(E, µ),
not necessarily closed in the norm topology, such that for any a, b ∈ A, we have a · b ∈ A.
Here a · b is the function obtained by pointwise multiplication of the functions a and b.
Recall also that a linear subspace H ⊂ L2(E, µ) is called an A-module if for any h ∈ H
and a ∈ A, we have a · h ∈ H .
For any relatively compact Borel subset B ⊂ E and PK-almost every configuration
X, we have a trace class positive contraction K [X,B
c] governing the conditional measure
PK(·|X, B
c), cf. §2.7.1. Set
V1(K
[X,Bc]) = {h ∈ L2(B) : K [X,B
c](h) = h}.
Lemma 3.4. Let H ⊂ L2(E, µ) be a reproducing kernel Hilbert space such that its repro-
ducing kernel K is locally trace class and satisfies Assumption 1. If H is a module over a
sub-algebra A ⊂ L∞(E, µ), then for any relatively compact B ⊂ E and PK-almost every
configuration X ∈ Conf(E), the linear space V1(K
[X,Bc]) is an A-module.
We can say more if the algebra A in Lemma 3.4 satisfies the following Assumption 2.
Recall that a function f : E → C is called elementary step function if there exists a finite
Borel partition E =
⊔n
k=1Ek and (λ1, · · · , λn) ∈ C
n such that f =
∑n
k=1 λkχEk .
Assumption 2. The algebra A satisfies: for any subset C ⊂ E with µ(C) > 0, there
exists an element a ∈ A such that the restriction a|C is not an elementary step function.
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Lemma 3.5. Let H ⊂ L2(E, µ) be a reproducing kernel Hilbert space whose reproducing
kernel K is locally trace class and satisfies Assumption 1. If H is a module over a sub-
algebra A ⊂ L∞(E, µ) satisfying Assumption 2, then for any relatively compact B ⊂ E
and PK-almost every X ∈ Conf(E), the conditional operator K
[X,Bc] is strictly contractive,
and, consequently, the determinantal point process PK is deletion tolerant.
To apply Lemma 3.4 and Lemma 3.5 in our concrete case of weighted Bergman kernel
Kω, we still need to prove that Kω satisfies Assumption 1. This is a simple consequence of
the following unique extension property of the space A2(U, ω). We say (cf. [3, Assumption
2], [23, Assumption (A3)]) that the Hilbert space H ⊂ L2(E, µ) has the unique extension
property, if for any C ⊂ E with µ(C) > 0, we have:
for all ϕ ∈ H , the condition ϕ|C ≡ 0 implies ϕ ≡ 0.
Lemma 3.6. If a reproducing kernel Hilbert space H has the unique extension property,
then its reproducing kernel K satisfies Assumption 1.
The proofs of Lemmata 3.4, 3.5, 3.6 are given in §3.2.3, §3.2.4, §3.2.5 respectively. We
now conclude the proof of Lemma 3.2. The space A2(U, ω) is an H∞(U)-module. Since
U is connected, the Hilbert space A2(U, ω) has the unique extension property. Then
by Lemma 3.6, the weighted Bergman kernel Kω satisfies Assumption 1. Since H
∞(U)
contains a non-constant function, the algebra H∞(U) satisfies Assumption 2. Lemma 3.5
now gives the desired deletion tolerance of PKω . 
3.2.3. Proof of Lemma 3.4. Let H ⊂ L2(E, µ) be a reproducing kernel Hilbert space with
a locally trace class reproducing kernel K satisfying Assumption 1 and let A ⊂ L∞(E, µ)
be an algebra. Assume that H is an A-module.
Lemma 3.7. Let C ⊂ E. Assume that the operator χCK is strictly contractive. Then
for any closed subspace S ⊂ H, the linear subspace χE\CS is closed in L
2(E, µ).
Proof. We use Assumption 1. For any h ∈ H , since h = K(h), we have
‖χCh‖2 = ‖χCK(h)‖2 ≤ ‖χCK‖ · ‖h‖2.
It follows that
‖h‖22 = ‖χCh‖
2
2 + ‖χE\Ch‖
2
2 ≤ ‖χCK‖
2 · ‖h‖22 + ‖χE\Ch‖
2
2
and hence
‖χE\Ch‖2 ≥
√
1− ‖χCK‖2 · ‖h‖2.
It follows that the restriction map H → χE\CH , that sends h ∈ H to χE\Ch, is a linear
isomorphism between normed spaces. In particular, any closed subspace S ⊂ H has a
closed image χE\CS. The proof is complete. 
We start the proof of Lemma 3.4 with two elementary geometric observations.
Lemma 3.8 (First geometric observation). Let P̂ , P1, P2, · · · be orthogonal projections on
a Hilbert space H. If a vector h ∈ H satisfies
h = lim
j→∞
P̂Pjh,
where the convergence takes place in the norm topology, then h = lim
j→∞
Pjh.
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Proof. We have
‖P̂Pjh‖ ≤ ‖Pjh‖ ≤ ‖h‖.(3.13)
The assumption h = lim
j→∞
P̂Pjh implies that ‖h‖ = lim
j→∞
‖P̂Pjh‖, which combined with
(3.13) implies ‖h‖ = lim
j→∞
‖Pjh‖. Since h− Pjh and Pjh are orthogonal, we have
‖h− Pjh‖ =
√
‖h‖2 − ‖Pjh‖2,
and we obtain the desired equality lim
j→∞
‖h− Pjh‖ = 0. 
Lemma 3.9 (Second geometric observation). Let P1, P2, · · · be orthogonal projections on
a Hilbert space H with range Hj ⊂ H. Then h = lim
j→∞
Pjh if and only if there exists a
sequence (hj)j of vectors with hj ∈ Hj such that h = lim
j→∞
hj.
Proof. If h = lim
j→∞
Pjh, then by taking hj = Pjh ∈ Hj , we obtain h = lim
j→∞
hj . Conversely,
assume that h = lim
j→∞
hj with hj ∈ Hj , then
‖h− Pjh‖ = min
v∈Hj
‖h− v‖ ≤ ‖h− hj‖
j→∞
−−−→ 0.
Hence we have h = lim
j→∞
Pjh. 
Proof of Lemma 3.4. We use the notation introduced in §2.7. By Lemma 3.7, the linear
subspace χB∪FnH(X ∩ En) is closed in H . Therefore, for PK-almost every configuration
X ∈ Conf(E), the range of the operator K [X,En] is
Ran(K [X,En]) = χB∪FnH(X ∩ En)
L2(E,µ)
= χB∪FnH(X ∩ En).(3.14)
If V1(K
[X,Bc]) = {0}, then it is an A-module.
Now, we assume that V1(K
[X,Bc]) 6= {0}. Take any h ∈ V1(K
[X,Bc]) with ‖h‖2 = 1 and
any a ∈ A. By definition and the convergence (2.11), we have
h = K [X,B
c](h) = lim
n→∞
χBK
[X,En]χB(h),(3.15)
where the convergence takes place in the norm topology of L2(B, µ). The relation (3.15)
implies h = χBh and hence
h = lim
n→∞
χBK
[X,En](h).
By Lemma 3.8, the above convergence implies
h = lim
n→∞
K [X,En](h).
For any n ∈ N, denote ψn := K
[X,En](h). Then by (3.14), we have
ψn ∈ χB∪FnH(X ∩ En).
In other words, there exists an element φn ∈ H(X ∩ En) such that ψn = χB∪Fn · φn. But
then
h · a = ( lim
n→∞
ψn) · a = lim
n→∞
ψn · a = lim
n→∞
χB∪Fn · φn · a.
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Since φn ·a ∈ H(X∩En), we have χB∪Fn ·φn ·a ∈ χB∪FnH(X∩En). Therefore, by Lemma
3.9, we obtain
h · a = lim
n→∞
K [X,En](h · a).
The above limit relation combined with the equality h = χBh implies
h · a = lim
n→∞
χBK
[X,En]χB(h · a) = K
[X,Bc](h · a)
and hence h · a ∈ V1(K
[X,Bc]). The proof is complete. 
3.2.4. Proof of Lemma 3.5. Let H ⊂ L2(E, µ) be a reproducing kernel Hilbert space with
a locally trace class reproducing kernel K satisfying Assumption 1 and let A ⊂ L∞(E, µ)
be an algebra satisfying Assumption 2. Assume that H is an A-module.
For any Borel subset C ⊂ E, we denote
AC = {a|C : a ∈ A}.
Lemma 3.10. If µ(C) > 0, then dimAC =∞.
Proof. By Assumption 2, there exists a ∈ A such that a|C is not an elementary step
function. Since A is an algebra, for any n ∈ N, we have an ∈ A. Now it suffices to show
that the elements an|C are linearly independent. Indeed, if this is not the case, then there
exists a number N and (λ1, · · · , λN) ∈ C
N \ {0} such that
0 =
N∑
k=1
λka
k|C =
N∑
k=1
λk(a|C)
k.
It follows that the values of a|C is contained in the finite set of zeros of the polynomial
p(z) =
∑N
k=1 λkz
k. Therefore a|C is an elementary step function, which contradicts our
assumption. 
Corollary 3.11. Let B ⊂ E be any relatively compact Borel subset. If h ∈ H and
‖χBh‖2 6= 0, then
dim(hAB) = dim({χBha : a ∈ A}) =∞.
Proof. Note that the inequality ‖χBh‖2 6= 0 implies that there exists C ⊂ B such that
µ(C) > 0 and |h| > 0 almost everywhere on C. Using the fact that the map hAB → hAC
defined by taking the restriction on C is surjective, and the fact that the map AC → hAC
is bijective, we obtain
dim(hAB) ≥ dim(hAC) = dim(AC) =∞.

Proof of Lemma 3.5. By the description of the conditional operatorK [X,B
c], we know that
‖K [X,B
c]‖ ≤ 1 for PK-almost every configuration X ∈ Conf(E). Assume by contradiction
that ‖K [X,B
c]‖ = 1 for all configurations X ∈ B ⊂ Conf(E) with PK(B) > 0. Then for
any X ∈ B, since K [X,B
c] is positive and compact, the spectral theorem implies that
V1(K
[X,Bc]) 6= {0},
By Lemma 3.4, V1(K
[X,Bc]) is an A-module. Take any h ∈ V1(K
[X,Bc]) \ {0}, the linear
space V1(K
[X,Bc]) contains the linear subspace hAB. By Corollary 3.11, we get
dimV1(K
[X,Bc]) ≥ dim(hAB) =∞.
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That is, the operator K [X,B
c] admits an infinite dimensional eigen-space corresponding
to the eigenvalue 1. This contradicts the fact that the conditional operator K [X,B
c] is
compact for PK-almost every configuration X ∈ Conf(E). 
3.2.5. Proof of Lemma 3.6. First of all, by Corollary 3.11, we have dim(H) = ∞. In
particular, since the reproducing kernel K of H is assumed to be locally trace class, our
Polish space E must be non-compact.
Let B ⊂ E be any relatively compact Borel subset. Assume by contradiction that
‖χBK‖ = 1. In particular, we must have µ(B) > 0. Note also
‖χBKχB‖ = ‖(χBK)(χBK)
∗‖ = ‖χBK‖
2 = 1.(3.16)
Since K is locally trace class, the operator χBKχB is a positive compact operator. There-
fore, the equality (3.16) implies that there exists a non-zero function ϕ ∈ L2(B) such that
χBK(χBϕ) = χBK(ϕ) = ϕ.(3.17)
Denote ψ := K(ϕ). By (3.17), we have ϕ = χBK(ϕ) = χBψ. Therefore, (3.17) can be
rewritten as
χBK(χBψ) = χBψ.(3.18)
But ψ = K(ϕ) ∈ H implies that K(ψ) = ψ and hence
χBK(ψ) = χBψ.(3.19)
Combining (3.18) and (3.19), we obtain
χBK(χE\Bψ) = 0.(3.20)
Recall that µ(B) > 0, hence the equality (3.20) combined with the unique extension
property of H implies that
K(χE\Bψ) = 0,
which is equivalent to χE\Bψ ⊥ H . Therefore, we have
0 = 〈ψ, χE\Bψ〉 =
∫
E\B
|ψ|2dµ(3.21)
and hence χE\Bψ = 0. But since E is non-compact and B is relatively compact and the
support of µ is the whole space E, we must have µ(E \ B) > 0. The unique extension
property of H now implies ψ = 0 and hence ϕ = χBψ = 0. This contradicts the non-zero
assumption on ϕ.
3.2.6. Module structure of the range of K [X,B
c]. The following result will be used in the
proof of insertion tolerance below. Let Ran(K [X,Bc]) be the closure in L2(E, µ) of the
range Ran(K [X,B
c]) of the operator K [X,B
c].
Lemma 3.12. Let H ⊂ L2(E, µ) be a reproducing kernel Hilbert space such that its
reproducing kernel K is locally trace class and satisfies Assumption 1. Assume that H is
a module over a sub-algebra A ⊂ L∞(E, µ). Then for any relatively compact Borel subset
B ⊂ E and PK-almost every configuration X ∈ Conf(E), the space Ran(K [X,B
c]) is an
A-module.
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Proof. Since the operator K [X,B
c] is self-adjoint, we have
Ran(K [X,Bc]) = (Ker(K [X,B
c]))⊥,(3.22)
where (Ker(K [X,B
c]))⊥ denotes the orthogonal complement of the null-space of the op-
erator K [X,B
c], considered here as an operator acting on L2(B, µ). Therefore, to prove
Lemma 3.12, it suffices to prove that Ker(K [X,B
c]) is an A¯-module. Here A¯ is the complex
conjugation of A, that is, A¯ := {a¯ : a ∈ A}. Indeed, if Ker(K [X,B
c]) is an A¯-module, then
given any ϕ ∈ Ker(K [X,B
c]) and a ∈ A, we have a¯ · ϕ ∈ Ker(K [X,B
c]). Therefore, for any
ψ ∈ Ran(K [X,Bc]) and any a ∈ A, we have
∀ϕ ∈ Ker(K [X,B
c]), 〈aψ, ϕ〉L2(E,µ) = 〈ψ, a¯ϕ〉L2(E,µ) = 0.(3.23)
By (3.22), the relation (3.23) implies the desired relation: aψ ∈ Ran(K [X,Bc]).
Claim A: If ϕ ∈ Ker(K [X,B
c]) ⊂ L2(B, µ), then
lim
n→∞
‖K [X,En]ϕ‖2 = 0.(3.24)
Indeed, by the following order-inequality of positive operators:
χBK
[X,En]χFnK
[X,En]χB ≤ χBK
[X,En]χB,
we have
‖χFnK
[X,En]ϕ‖22 = ‖χFnK
[X,En]χBϕ‖
2
2 =
= 〈χBK
[X,En]χFnK
[X,En]χBϕ, ϕ〉 ≤
≤ 〈χBK
[X,En]χBϕ, ϕ〉 ≤ ‖χBK
[X,En]ϕ‖2 · ‖ϕ‖2.
Consequently, by noting that
K [X,En]ϕ = χFnK
[X,En]ϕ+ χBK
[X,En]ϕ,
we have
(3.25) ‖K [X,En]ϕ‖22 = ‖χFnK
[X,En]ϕ‖22 + ‖χBK
[X,En]ϕ‖22 ≤
≤ ‖χBK
[X,En]ϕ‖2 · ‖ϕ‖2 + ‖χBK
[X,En]ϕ‖22.
But if ϕ ∈ Ker(K [X,B
c]), then
0 = K [X,B
c](ϕ) = lim
n→∞
χBK
[X,En]χB(ϕ) = lim
n→∞
χBK
[X,En](ϕ),(3.26)
where the limit takes place in L2(B, µ). Combining (3.25) and (3.26), we obtain the
desired relation (3.24).
Claim B: For any a ∈ A, we have the following equality of operators on L2(E, µ):
K [X,En]a¯ = K [X,En]a¯K [X,En],(3.27)
where a¯ stands for the operator Ma¯ of multiplication by the bounded function a¯. Indeed,
since the range χB∪FnH(X ∩ En) of the orthogonal projection K
[X,En] is by definition an
A-module, we have
aK [X,En] = K [X,En]aK [X,En].
Now by using the elemetary identity
(Ma¯)
∗ = Ma,
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where ∗ denotes the operation of taking the operator-adjoint, we obtain the desired equal-
ity
K [X,En]a¯ = (MaK
[X,En])∗ = (K [X,En]MaK
[X,En])∗ = K [X,En]a¯K [X,En].
Now take any ϕ ∈ Ker(K [X,B
c]) ⊂ L2(B, µ) and any a ∈ A. By applying (3.24) and
the contractivity of the operator χBK
[X,En], we have
‖K [X,B
c](a¯ϕ)‖2 = lim
n→∞
‖χBK
[X,En]χB(a¯ϕ)‖2
= lim
n→∞
‖χBK
[X,En](a¯ϕ)‖2
= lim
n→∞
‖χBK
[X,En]a¯K [X,En](ϕ)‖2 (by the equality (3.27))
≤ lim sup
n→∞
‖a‖∞ · ‖K
[X,En](ϕ)‖2 (by contractivity of K
[X,En])
= 0. (by the equality (3.24))
Hence a¯ · ϕ ∈ Ker(K [X,B
c]) and this completes the proof of Lemma 3.12. 
Lemma 3.12 implies that the space Ran(K [X,Bc]) is either the null space {0} or of infinite
dimension. Thus we obtain
Corollary 3.13. If K [X,B
c] 6= 0, then rank(K [X,B
c]) =∞.
3.3. Proof of Proposition 3.3. Let PK be a determinantal point process on a Polish
space E induced by a locally trace class positive contraction K on L2(E, µ). Then for
K(x, x)dµ-almost every p ∈ E, the reduced Palm measure PpK of PK corresponding to the
position p is the determinantal point process induced by the kernel
Kp(x, y) = K(x, y)−
K(x, p)K(p, y)
K(p, p)
.
The operator-order inequality Kp ≤ K then follows immediately. By iteration, for
det(K(xi, xj))dµ
⊗ℓ-almost every p = (p1, · · · , pℓ), we obtain the operator-order inequality
Kp ≤ K and in particular
K(x, x)−Kp(x, x) ≥ 0.(3.28)
The operator-order inequality Kp ≤ K implies that there exists a monotone coupling
between PpK and PK , cf. §2.8. Note that the positive operator K − K
p has finite rank
and finite trace:
tr(K −Kp) <∞.(3.29)
We shall use an equivalent formulation of deletion tolerance due to Holroyd and Soo.
In [12, Theorem 1.1] Holroyd and Soo showed that a point process P on E is deletion
tolerant if and only if for any two coupled random configurations X and Z on E defined
on a common probability space (Ω,B,P) and satisfying
L(X ) = P and Z ⊂ X P-almost surely and #Z <∞ P-almost surely,
we have
L(X \Z )≪ L(X ).(3.30)
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Lemma 3.14. For two coupled random configurations X and Y on E defined on the
same probability space (Ω,B,P) and satisfying
L(X ) = PK , L(Y ) = P
p
K and Y ⊂ X P-almost surely,
we have
#[X \ Y ] <∞,P-almost surely.
Proof. Indeed, denote Z := X \ Y . It suffices to show that E#Z < ∞. Fix any
exhausting sequence of relatively compact subsets B1 ⊂ · · · ⊂ Bn ⊂ · · · ⊂ E. By (3.28)
and (3.29), we have
E[#(X |Bn)−#(Y |Bn)] =
∫
Bn
(K(z, z)−Kp(z, z))dµ(z) ≤
≤
∫
E
(K(z, z)−Kp(z, z))dµ(z) = tr(K −Kp) <∞.
We have a monotone increasing sequence (#(Z |Bn))
∞
n=1 which converges to #Z . There-
fore, by monotone convergence theorem, we get the desired inequality
E#Z = lim
n→∞
E#(Z |Bn) = lim
n→∞
E[#(X |Bn)−#(Y |Bn)] ≤ tr(K −K
p) <∞.

By the existence of the monotone coupling of PpK and PK , let X and Y be two coupled
random configurations on E defined on the same probability space (Ω,B,P), such that
L(X ) = PK , L(Y ) = P
p
K and Y ⊂ X P-almost surely.
By Lemma 3.14, the random configuration Z = X \Y is almost surely finite. Therefore,
under the hypothesis of Proposition 3.3 that the determinantal point process PK is deletion
tolerant, we can apply the relation (3.30) and obtain the desired relation:
P
p
K = L(Y ) = L(X \Z )≪ L(X ) = PK .
4. Proof of the relation PKω ≪ P
p
Kω
4.1. Insertion tolerance. Fix any ℓ ∈ N and any ℓ-tuple p = (p1, · · · , pℓ) ∈ U
ℓ of
distinct points in U . We start the proof of the relation PKω ≪ P
p
Kω
by establishing, for
our reduced Palm measure PpKω , the property of insertion tolerance whose definition we
now recall.
Recall that given two point processes P1 and P2 on U , their convolution P1 ∗ P2 is
defined by
P1 ∗ P2 = L(X1 ∪X2),
with X1,X2 random configurations independently sampled with P1,P2 respectively.
Definition 4.1 (Holroyd and Soo [12]). A point process P on U is called insertion tolerant
if for any relatively compact S ⊂ U with non-zero Lebesgue measure,
P ∗ δUnif(S) ≪ P,
where δUnif(S) denotes the point process of one single random particle with uniform distri-
bution Unif(S) on S.
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Remark 4.2. In the above definition of insertion tolerance, it suffices to consider open
connected relatively compact subsets S ⊂ U . Indeed, any relatively compact S ⊂ U is
contained in a relatively compact, open connected subset S˜ ⊂ U , we have Unif(S) ≪
Unif(S˜), and the relation P ∗ δUnif(S˜) ≪ P implies P ∗ δUnif(S) ≪ P.
Lemma 4.3. The determinantal point process PKω and the determinantal point process
P
p
Kω
are both insertion tolerant.
The proof of Lemma 4.3 is postponed till §4.3. We now proceed to the derivation
of PKω ≪ P
p
Kω
from Lemma 4.3. We shall need an equivalent formulation of insertion
tolerance due to Holroyd and Soo.
First denote Conff (U) ⊂ Conf(U) the subset of finite configurations on U , that is,
Conff(U) := {X ∈ Conf(U)|#X <∞}.
A point process P on U is called finite, if it is supported on the set of finite configurations:
P(Conff (U)) = 1. The space Conff(U) is equipped with a σ-finite measure
σU :=
∞∑
n=0
σn = δ∅ +
∞∑
n=1
π(n)∗ ((dV |U)
⊗n),
where σ0 = δ∅ is the Dirac measure on the empty configuration and σn = π
(n)
∗ ((dV |U)
⊗n)
denotes the image measure of the Lebesgue measure on Un under the natural map π(n) :
Un → Conf(U) defined by π(n)((x1, · · · , xn)) = {x1, · · · , xn}. Note that σn’s are all
mutually singular.
Definition 4.4. A finite point process P on U is called diffusive if P≪ σU .
Holroyd and Soo [12, Corollary 3.2] showed that a point process P on U is insertioin
tolerant if and only if for any coupled random configurations Y and Z on U such that
L(Y ) = P and #Z <∞
and the conditional measure L(Z |Y = Y) is diffusive for P-almost every Y, one has
L(Y ∪Z )≪ L(Y ) = P.(4.31)
Lemma 4.5. Let X and Y be any two coupled random configurations on U defined on
a common probability space (Ω,B,P), such that
L(X ) = PKω , L(Y ) = P
p
Kω
and Y ⊂ X P-almost surely.
Then the conditional law L(X \ Y |Y = Y) is diffusive for PpKω-almost every Y.
The proof of Lemma 4.5 is postponed till §4.4 and we continue the derivation of the
relation PKω ≪ P
p
Kω
from Lemmata 4.3 and 4.5. By the existence of the monotone
coupling of PpKω and PKω , there exist two coupled random configurations X and Y on U
defined on the same probability space (Ω,B,P), such that
L(X ) = PKω , L(Y ) = P
p
Kω
and Y ⊂ X P-almost surely.
By Lemma 4.5, the conditional law
L(X \Y |Y = Y)
is diffusive for PpKω -almost every Y. By Lemma 4.3, the reduced Palm measure P
p
Kω
=
L(Y ) is insertion tolerant. Therefore, we can add measurably a conditionally diffusive
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random finite set X \Y (see Lemma 3.14 for the finiteness) to the random configuration
Y and obtain the desired relation:
PKω = L(X ) = L(Y ∪ (X \ Y ))≪ L(Y ) = P
p
Kω
.
Remark 4.6. Note that in the above derivation of PKω ≪ P
p
Kω
, we only use the insertion
tolerance of P
p
Kω
and do not use the insertion tolerance of PKω .
4.2. Number insertion tolerance of PKω and P
p
Kω
. One important intermediate step
for proving the insertion tolerance of the determinantal point processes PKω and P
p
Kω
is
to prove their number insertion tolerance, whose definition is given as follows.
Definition 4.7. Given a point process P on U , we say that P is number insertion
tolerant if for any relatively compact B ⊂ U with positive Lebesgue measure, we have
P(#B > 0|X, B
c) > 0 for P-almost every X.
Lemma 4.8. The determinantal point process PKω and the determinantal point process
P
p
Kω
are both number insertion tolerant.
If B ⊂ U is as in Lemma 4.8, then, for PKω-almost every X, we have
PKω(#B > 0|X, B
c) = P
K
[X,Bc]
ω
(#B > 0) = 1− det(1−K
[X,Bc]
ω ).
Lemma 4.8 claims that for PKω-almost every X, the operatorK
[X,Bc]
ω is a non-zero operator.
The same result holds for the reproducing kernelKpω . The sections §4.2.1, §4.2.2 and §4.2.3
are devoted to the proof of Lemma 4.8.
4.2.1. The case of real analytic kernels. We start with an auxiliary result.
Proposition 4.9. Let E ⊂ Rd be an open connected subset, equipped with a Radon
measure µ, absolutely continuous with respect to the Lebesgue measure on E and whose
support is the whole space E. Assume that K is a trace class positive contraction of
infinite rank on L2(E, µ) that admits a version of kernel K(t, s) which is real-analytic on
E ×E. Then the determinantal point process PK is number insertion tolerant.
Proof. The trace class assumption tr(K) < ∞ on K implies, cf. §2.8, that for any Borel
subset W ⊂ E and PK-almost every X ∈ Conf(E), the conditional measure PK(·|X,W
c)
is a determinantal point process and is induced by the kernel
K [X,W
c] := χWK
X∩W c(1− χW cK
X∩W c)−1χW = χW
∞∑
n=0
KX∩W
c
(χW cK
X∩W c)nχW ,
where KX∩W
c
is given as follows: if X ∩W c = {p1, · · · , pr}, then, setting p0 = x, q0 = y,
qi = pi for 1 ≤ i ≤ r, we have
KX∩W
c
(x, y) :=
det[K(pi, qj)]0≤i,j≤r
det[K(pi, pj)]1≤i,j≤r
= K(x, y)−
r∑
i,j=1
αijK(x, pi)K(pj, y),(4.32)
where the constants αij ’s are given by the formula
αij =
Pij(K(pu, pv))1≤u,v≤r
det[K(pu, pv)]1≤u,v≤r
, with Pij ’s polynomials.
In particular, KX∩W
c
(x, y) is real analytic in the coordinates (x, y).
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By definition, PK is number insertion tolerant if and only if for any relatively compact
B ⊂ E with µ(B) > 0, we have
PK(#B > 0|X, B
c) = PK [X,Bc](#B > 0) > 0 for PK-almost every X.
Therefore, to show that PK is number insertion tolerant is equivalent to show that for
any relatively compact B ⊂ E with µ(B) > 0,
K [X,B
c] 6= 0 for PK-almost every X.(4.33)
Assume, by contradiction with (4.33), that
0 = K [X,B
c] =
∞∑
n=0
χBK
X∩Bc(χBcK
X∩W c)nχB for PK-almost every X.(4.34)
Since for any n = 0, 1, · · · , the operators χBK
X∩Bc(χBcK
X∩W c)nχB are positive, the
equality (4.34) implies that
χBK
X∩Bc(χBcK
X∩W c)nχB = 0, for any n = 0, 1, · · · .
In particular, for n = 0, we get
[χB(K
X∩Bc)1/2][χB(K
X∩Bc)1/2]∗ = χBK
X∩BcχB = 0
and hence χB(K
X∩Bc)1/2 = 0. Then
χBK
X∩Bc = χB(K
X∩Bc)1/2(KX∩B
c
)1/2 = 0.
Therefore, the real analytic function KX∩B
c
(x, y) vanishes, up to a µ⊗2-negligible set, on
the subset B×E ⊂ E×E. Since µ is absolutely continuous with respect to the Lebesgue
measure, B×E is of positive Lebesgue measure. But since E is connected and µ(B) > 0,
we must have
KX∩B
c
(x, y) = 0 for all (x, y) ∈ E × E.(4.35)
Substituting the equality (4.35) into the equality (4.32), we get
K(x, y) =
r∑
i,j=1
αijK(x, pi)K(pj, y), if X ∩B
c = {p1, · · · , pr}.
Hence rank(K) ≤ r2 <∞, which contradicts the original assumption rank(K) =∞. 
Remark 4.10. Without the analyticity condition, Proposition 4.9 fails. Indeed, take any
E0 ⊂ E with µ(E \E0) > 0 and let K0 be an infinite rank trace class positive contraction
on L2(E0, µ). Using the decomposition L
2(E, µ) = L2(E0, µ)⊕ L
2(E \ E0, µ), we define
K =
[
K0 0
0 0
]
.
Then K is an infinite rank trace class positive contraction on L2(E, µ). But for any
relatively compact B ⊂ E \ E0 with µ(B) > 0, we have PK(·|X, B
c) = δ∅. This implies
that PK is not number insertion tolerant.
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4.2.2. Real analyticity of the conditional kernel K
[X,Bc]
ω . We start with an elementary
lemma, cf. Krantz [16, Lemma 1.1.1].
Lemma 4.11. Let B ⊂ U be a relatively compact open subset in U and A ⊂ B be any
compact subset in B. There exists a constant CA,B > 0 such that
sup
z∈A
|f(z)| ≤ CA,B‖f‖L2(B,ωdV ), for all f ∈ A
2(B, ω),
where
A2(B, ω) :=
{
f : B → C holomorphic on B
∣∣∣f ∈ L2(B, ωdV )}.
In particular, A2(B, ω) is closed in L2(B, ωdV ).
Proof. Since A is compact and B is open in the open subset U ⊂ Cd, there exists a
constant r = r(A,B) > 0 such that for any z ∈ A,B(z, r) ⊂ B. Here B(z, r) is the usual
Euclidean ball with center z and radius r.
Therefore, for each z ∈ A and f ∈ A2(B, ω), the mean-value property for holomorphic
functions implies that
|f(z)| =
∣∣∣∣ 1V (B(z, r))
∫
B(z,r)
f(t)dV (t)
∣∣∣∣ ≤
≤
1
V (B(z, r))
(∫
B(z,r)
1
ω(t)
dV (t)
)1/2(∫
B(z,r)
|f(t)|2ω(t)dV (t)
)1/2
.
By the assumption (1.1), we have
|f(z)| ≤
V (B(z, r))−1/2
(essinf
z∈B
ω(z))1/2
‖f‖L2(B,ωdV ) =
cdr
−d/2
(essinf
z∈B
ω(z))1/2
‖f‖L2(B,ωdV ).
Thus we may take
CA,B =
cdr
−d/2
(essinf
z∈B
ω(z))1/2
<∞.
Therefore, for sequences in A2(B, ω), the convergence in L2(B, ωdV )-norm yields uni-
form convergence on compacts, so the limit does belong to A2(B, ω) as well, hence
A2(B, ω) is closed. 
Lemma 4.12. For a relatively compact open subset B ⊂ U , the map (z, w) 7→ K
[X,Bc]
ω (z, w)
is holomorphic on B × B and the map (z, w) 7→ K
[X,Bc]
ω (z, w) is real analytic on B × B.
Proof. The operator K
[X,Bc]
ω is positive and has finite trace. Let λ1 ≥ · · · ≥ λk ≥ · · · ≥ 0
be the eigenvalues and (ϕk)
∞
k=1 be the L
2-normalized eigenfunctions for K
[X,Bc]
ω . We have∑∞
k=1 λk <∞ and
K [X,B
c]
ω (z, w) =
∞∑
k=1
λkϕk(z)ϕk(w) =
∑
k∈N:λk>0
λkϕk(z)ϕk(w).
Now we show that for any k ∈ N with λk > 0, the corresponding eigenfunction ϕk is
holomorphic on B. Indeed, we have
ϕk =
1
λk
K [X,B
c]
ω (ϕk) =
1
λk
lim
n→∞
χBK
[X,En]
ω χB(ϕk),
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where the limit takes place in L2(B, ωdV ). Since
χBK
[X,En]
ω χB(ϕk) ∈ A
2(B, ω),
and A2(B, ω) is closed in L2(B, ωdV ), we obtain ϕk ∈ A
2(B, ω).
Now for any k ∈ N with λk > 0, the function
(z, w) 7→ ϕk(z)ϕk(w¯)
is holomorphic on B × B ⊂ Cd × Cd. For any compact subset A ⊂ B, by Lemma 4.11,
there exists CA,B > 0, such that for any k ∈ N with λk > 0,
sup
(z,w)∈A×A
|ϕk(z)ϕk(w¯)| ≤ CA,B‖ϕk‖
2
A2(B,ω) = CA,B.
It follows that the series
K [X,B
c]
ω (z, w¯) =
∑
k∈N:λk>0
λkϕk(z)ϕk(w¯)
converges uniformly on any compact subset of B×B, that the map (z, w) 7→ K
[X,Bc]
ω (z, w)
is holomorphic on B×B and the map (z, w) 7→ K
[X,Bc]
ω (z, w) is real analytic on B×B. 
Remark 4.13. For general real analytic reproducing kernels, we do not know whether
the corresponding conditional kernels are still real analytic. The proof above that the
conditional kernel K
[X,Bc]
ω (z, w) is real analytic uses that uniform convergence on compact
subsets preserves holomorphicity, a property not shared by real analytic functions.
4.2.3. Proof of Lemma 4.8. First fix an exhausting sequence
B1 ⊂ B2 ⊂ · · · ⊂ Bn ⊂ · · · ⊂ U
of relatively compact open connected subsets of U . Let B ⊂ U be a relatively compact
subset satisfying µ(B) > 0. Using [6, Lemma 7.2] and the relation (6.7) in [6, Proposition
6.4], for PKω-almost every X we can choose n large enough such that B ⊂ Bn and
PKω(#Bn > 0|X, B
c
n) > 0.(4.36)
Indeed, for n large enough and such that B ⊂ Bn, we have
PKω(#Bn > 0|X, B
c
n) ≥ PKω(#B > 0|X, B
c
n).
Therefore, for PKω -almost every configuration X ∈ Conf(U),
lim inf
n→∞
PKω(#Bn > 0|X, B
c
n) ≥ lim
n→∞
PKω(#B > 0|X, B
c
n) =
= PKω(#B > 0) = 1− det(1− χBKωχB).
Since χBKωχB is a non-zero trace class operator, we have det(1 − χBKωχB) < 1 and
hence obtain the desired inequality (4.36). The inequality (4.36) combined with the
equality PKω(·|X, B
c
n) = PK [X,B
c
n]
ω
, implies that K
[X,Bcn]
ω 6= 0. By Lemma 4.12, the function
(z, w) 7→ K
[X,Bcn]
ω (z, w) is real analytic on Bn×Bn ⊂ C
d×Cd ≃ R2d×R2d. Corollary 3.13
implies that K
[X,Bcn]
ω has infinite rank. Since Bn is relatively compact in U , the operator
K
[X,Bcn]
ω is trace class. The kernel K
[X,Bcn]
ω thus satisfies the assumptions of Proposition
4.9, which implies that P
K
[X,Bcn]
ω
is number insertion tolerant. In particular, we have
P
K
[X,Bcn]
ω
(#B > 0|X, Bn \B) > 0.(4.37)
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Noting the measure-theoretical identity
P
K
[X,Bcn]
ω
(·|X, Bn \B) = [PKω(·|X, B
c
n)](·|X, Bn \B) = PKω(·|X, B
c),
we obtain that the inequality (4.37) is equivalent to the inequality
PKω(#B > 0|X, B
c) > 0,
and the proof of number insertion tolerance of PKω is complete. The argument also yields
the number insertion tolerance for PpKω : simply note that the kernel K
p
ω corresponding
to the reduced Palm measure PpKω is the reproducing kernel of the Hilbert subspace
A2(U, ω; p) defined in (2.10) and that A2(U, ω; p) is a sub-H∞(U)-module of A2(U, ω).
4.3. Insertion tolerance of PKω and P
p
Kω
.
Lemma 4.14. Let P be a point process on U . Assume that for any non-empty relatively
compact connected open subset S ⊂ U and for P-almost every X, we have
P(#S = n|X, S
c) > 0, for all n ∈ N,
and moreover,
[P(·|X, Sc)](·|#S = n) ≃ π
(n)
∗ ((dV |S)
⊗n), for all n ∈ N,
where ≃ denotes the relation of mutual absolute continuity. Then P is insertion tolerant.
Proof. By definition, we have[
π(n)∗
(
(
1
V (S)
dV |S)
⊗n
)]
∗ δUnif(S) = π
(n+1)
∗
(
(
1
V (S)
dV |S)
⊗(n+1)
)
for all n ∈ N
and
P(·|X, Sc) =
∑
n∈N
P(#S = n|X, S
c) · [P(·|X, Sc)](·|#S = n),
whence
P(·|X, Sc) ∗ δUnif(S) ≪ P(·|X, S
c).(4.38)
Now (2.7) implies
(4.39) P ∗ δUnif(S) =
∫
Conf(Sc)
(
(P(·|Z, Sc)⊗ δZ) ∗ δUnif(S)
)
[P]Sc(dZ) =
=
∫
Conf(Sc)
(
(P(·|Z, Sc) ∗ δUnif(S))⊗ δZ
)
[P]Sc(dZ).
Combining (4.38) and (4.39), we obtain the desired relation
P ∗ δUnif(S) ≪
∫
Conf(Sc)
(
P(·|Z, Sc)⊗ δZ
)
[P]Sc(dZ) = P.

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Lemma 4.15. Let S ⊂ Rd be a relatively compact open connected subset, equipped with
a Radon measure µ, absolutely continuous with respect to the Lebesgue measure on S and
whose support is the whole space S. Assume that K is a trace class infinite rank positive
strict contraction on L2(S, µ) such that
K(x, y) =
∞∑
k=1
λkφk(x)φk(y),
where 0 < λk < 1 and φk(x) is real-analytic on x for all k. Then
PK(#S = n) > 0 and PK(·|#S = n) ≃ π
(n)
∗ ((dV |S)
⊗n), for all n ∈ N.
Proof of Lemma 4.15. To prove Lemma 4.15 we will need the following theorem.
Theorem 4.16 (Hough-Krishnapur-Peres-Vira´g [13, Theorem 7]). Assume that K is a
trace class positive strict contraction on L2(S, µ) such that
K(x, y) =
∞∑
k=1
λkφk(x)φk(y), 0 < λk < 1.
If I = (Ik)
∞
k=1 is a sequence of independent Bernoulli random variables satisfying
P(Ik = 1) = λk and P(Ik = 0) = 1− λk,
and XI the random configuration sampled with the determinantal measure induced by the
kernel
KI(x, y) =
∞∑
k=1
Ikφk(x)φk(y),
then L(XI) = PK .
We note that in Theorem 4.16, all the random objects I = (Ik)
∞
k=1 and XI are defined
on a common probability space (Ω,B,P). We construct a random configuration XI
with L(XI) = PK in the way described in Theorem 4.16: first choose the Ik’s and
then independently sample a discrete set with distribution PKI . Now fix n ∈ N and
set Cn = {α ∈ {0, 1}
N :
∑∞
i=1 αi = n}. Note that Cn is a countable set. Since K is trace
class, we have
∑
k λk < ∞. Therefore, using the assumption 0 < λk < 1, that for any
α ∈ Cn, we obtain
P(I = α) =
∏
i:αi=1
λi ·
∏
j:αj=0
(1− λj) > 0.
In particular, P(I ∈ Cn) > 0 and for any α ∈ Cn, we have P(I = α|I ∈ Cn) > 0.
Using the equality L(XI) = PK , we obtain
PK(#S = n) = P(I ∈ Cn) > 0.
We also have
PK(·|#S = n) = L(XI |
∞∑
k=1
Ik = n) = L(XI |I ∈ Cn).
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By the construction of XI , we have
L(XI |I ∈ Cn) =
∑
α∈Cn
P(I = α|I ∈ Cn)L(XI |I = α) =
=
∑
α∈Cn
P(I = α|I ∈ Cn)L(Xα) =
∑
α∈Cn
P(I = α|I ∈ Cn)PKα.
Note that for each α ∈ Cn, the operator Kα is an orthogonal projection of rank n, we
have
PKα =
det(Kα(xi, xj))1≤i,j≤n
n!
·
n∏
i=1
dµ
dV
(xi) · π
(n)
∗ ((dV |S)
⊗n).(4.40)
Since all the functions φk’s are real analytic, the function
(x1, · · · , xn) 7→ det(Kα(xi, xj))1≤i,j≤n(4.41)
is also real-analytic on the open connected set Sn ⊂ (Rd)n. The real-analytic function
function (4.41) is not identically zero, hence its support must be the whole space Sn.
Moreover, the assumption on µ implies that the support of the function dµ/dV is the
whole space S. Therefore, for each α ∈ Cn, we have
PKα ≃ π
(n)
∗ ((dV |S)
⊗n).
This implies the desired relation
PK(·|#S = n) ≃ π
(n)
∗ ((dV |S)
⊗n).
The proof of Lemma 4.15 is complete. 
Remark 4.17. The relation (4.40) still holds without the assumption that all eigenfunc-
tions φk’s are real analytic, and we still have
PK(·|#S = n)≪ π
(n)
∗ ((dV |S)
⊗n), for any n ∈ N.(4.42)
Proof of Lemma 4.3. First of all, for any non-empty relatively compact and connected
open subset B ⊂ U , by Lemma 4.8, we have K
[X,Bc]
ω 6= 0 for PKω -almost every X. By
Corollary 3.13, rank(K
[X,Bc]
ω ) = ∞ for PKω-almost every X. Note that K
[X,Bc]
ω is a trace
class positive strict contraction on L2(B, ωdV ) and, by Lemma 4.12, the kernel function
(z, w) 7→ K
[X,Bc]
ω (z, w) is real analytic. Lemma 4.15 implies that for PKω-almost every X,
P
K
[X,Bc]
ω
(·|#B = n) ≃ π
(n)
∗ ((dV |B)
⊗n), for any n ∈ N.(4.43)
Since PKω(·|X, B
c) = P
K
[X,Bc]
ω
for PKω -almost every X, Lemma 4.14 implies that PKω is
insertion tolerant. The proof of insertion tolerance tolerance for PpKω is the same. 
4.4. Diffusive property. For proving Lemma 4.5, we need the following Lemma 4.18.
By the natural identification Cd ⊂ R2d, the domain U ⊂ Cd is identified with a subset of
R2d. Recall that by dyadic cubes we mean open subsets of R2d of the form v+∆n, where
v ∈ (2−nZ)2d, n ∈ Z and
∆n =
2d∏
k=1
(0, 2−n).
Let C be the collection of all unions of finitely many dyadic cubes whose closures are
contained in U . Clearly C is countable.
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Lemma 4.18. Given any two coupled random configurations X and Y on U defined on
the same probability space (Ω,B,P), such that
L(X ) = PKω , L(Y ) = P
p
Kω
and Y ⊂ X P-almost surely.
Then there exists a C-valued random variable S, defined on the same probability space
(Ω,B,P) on which the random configurations X and Y are defined, such that the equality
X |S = X \ Y holds P-almost surely.
Proof. Denote Z = X \ Y . Recall that X is locally finite. The random configuration
Z is almost surely contained by X and by Lemma 3.14, #(Z ) < ∞, P-almost surely.
Therefore, the following random variable
dist(Z ,Y ) := inf{|z − y| : z ∈ Z , y ∈ Y }
satisfies
dist(Z ,Y ) > 0 P-almost surely.
We may define an integer-valued random variable n : Ω→ Z which is the unique integer
such that
1
2n
≤ dist(Z ,Y ) <
1
2n−1
.
We can thus define measurably a finite subset L ⊂ Z2d by
L := {v ∈ (2−n−1Z)2d|(v +∆n+1) ∩Z 6= ∅}.
Since the intensity measure of Z is
(Kω(z, z)−K
p
ω(z, z))ω(z)dV ≪ dV,
we have
Z ∩
⋃
n∈Z
⋃
v∈(2−n−1Z)2d
(v + ∂∆n+1) = ∅ P-almost surely.
Introducing a C-valued random variable S by the formula
S :=
⋃
v∈L
(v +∆n+1),
we obtain that the equality X |S = X \ Y holds P-almost surely. 
Proof of Lemma 4.5. Denote Z = X \ Y . By Lemma 4.18, there exists a C-valued
random variable S, defined also on the same probability space (Ω,B,P) on which the
random configurations X and Y are defined, such that
X |S = Z P-almost surely.
It follows that
X |U\S = Y P-almost surely.
For PpKω-almost every configuration Y, we have
L(Z |Y = Y) = L
(
X |S
∣∣∣X |U\S = Y)
and hence for any n ∈ N, we have
L(Z |Y = Y,#Z = n) = L
(
X |S
∣∣∣X |U\S = Y,#X |S = n).
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Since the random set S takes values in a countable collection C, we have
(4.44) L
(
X |S
∣∣∣X |U\S = Y,#X |S = n) =
=
∑
C∈C
P(S = C) · L
(
X |S
∣∣∣X |U\S = Y,#X |S = n,S = C) =
=
∑
C∈C
P(S = C) · L
(
X |C
∣∣∣X |U\C = Y,#X |C = n,S = C).
To prove that each summand in the right hand side of (4.44) is absolutely continuous
with respect to π
(n)
∗ ((dV |U)
⊗n), let us first note that for any C with P(S = C) > 0 and
P
p
Kω
-almost every Y, we have
L
(
X |C
∣∣∣X |U\C = Y,#X |C = n,S = C)≪ L(X |C∣∣∣X |U\C = Y,#X |C = n).(4.45)
Indeed, we have the identity
L
(
X |C
∣∣∣X |U\C = Y,#X |C = n) =
=
∑
C′∈C
P(S = C ′) · L
(
X |C
∣∣∣X |U\C = Y,#X |C = n,S = C ′).
Each summand in the right hand side is absolutely continuous with respect to the left
hand side , and we obtain (4.45) considering the summand with C = C ′.
It remains to prove, for any C satisfying P(S = C) > 0 and PpKω-almost every configu-
ration Y, the relation
L
(
X |C
∣∣∣X |U\C = Y,#X |C = n)≪ π(n)∗ ((dV |U)⊗n).(4.46)
Now for any fixed C ∈ C such that P(S = C) > 0, by the assumption L(X ) = PKω , we
have
L
(
X |C
∣∣∣X |U\C = Y) = PKω(·|Y, U \ C) = PK [Y,U\C]ω ,(4.47)
where we recall that the last equality above uses the description of the conditional mea-
sures of PKω , see §2.7.1 and the equality (2.12). The equality (4.47) now implies
L
(
X |C
∣∣∣X |U\C = Y,#X |C = n) = PK [Y,U\C]ω (·|#C = n).(4.48)
By Lemma 4.15 and by the same argument as for obtaining (4.43), we obtain
P
K
[Y,U\C]
ω
(·|#C = n) ≃ π
(n)
∗ ((dV |C)
⊗n)≪ π(n)∗ ((dV |U)
⊗n).(4.49)
Combining (4.48) and (4.49), we get
L
(
X |C
∣∣∣X |U\C = Y,#X |C = n)≪ π(n)∗ ((dV |U)⊗n).
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Since n is arbitrary, we obtain the desired relation
L(Z |Y = Y) = L
(
X |C
∣∣∣X |U\C = Y) =
=
∞∑
n=0
P(X |C = n) · L
(
X |C
∣∣∣X |U\C = Y,#X |C = n)≪
≪ δ∅ +
∞∑
n=1
π(n)∗ ((dV |U)
⊗n) = σU .

Remark 4.19. We emphasize that in the proof of Lemma 4.5, almost sure equalities and
the resulting exclusion of null sets is only used countably many times.
4.5. Proof of Theorem 1.2. The proof of Theorem 1.2 is similar to that of Theorem 1.1.
Recall that H ⊂ A2q(D,ω) is assumed to be a non-zero closed subspace and an H
∞(D)-
sub-module of A2q(D,ω). Under the hypothesis of Theorem 1.2, the algebra H
∞(D) has
infinite dimension. An application of Lemma 3.5 yields the deletion tolerance of the
determinantal point process PΠH , and the same argument as in §3 yields that all the
reduced Palm measures of PΠH of arbitrary orders are absolutely continuous with respect
to PΠH .
For the converse relation PΠH ≪ P
p
ΠH
, using similar arguments as in §4, we only need
to show that PpΠH is insertion tolerant and for P
p
ΠH
-almost every X, the conditional kernel(
ΠpH
)[X,Bc]
is real analytic for any relatively compact connected open subset B ⊂ D.
Recall that a function f : D → C is q-holomorphic if and only if
f(z) =
q−1∑
j=0
z¯jfj(z),
with f1, · · · , fq all holomorphic and the fact that uniform convergence on compact subsets
preserves the class of q-holomorphic functions, see Balk [1, p. 206]. The argument in the
proof of Lemma 4.12, applied to our context, yields that
(
ΠpH
)[X,Bc]
(z, w¯) =
q−1∑
i,j=0
z¯iw¯j
∞∑
k=0
φk,j(z)φk,j(w¯),
with φk,j holomorphic functions on B and the convergence taking place uniformly on any
compact subsets of B × B. Therefore, the function (z, w) 7→ (ΠpH)
[X,Bc](z, w) is indeed
real-analytic, and the relation PΠH ≪ P
p
ΠH
follows.
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